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01. INTRODUCTION 
(1.1). IF K IS a compact semi-simple Lie group and g is the complexification of its Lie 
algebra then one knows that the algebra 0 of (Maurer-Cartan) complex-valued left inva- 
riant differential forms may be naturally identified with the exterior algebra Ag. Also, 
one knows then that Ag is stable under the Laplacian defined with respect to the canonical 
Riemannian metric on K. 
Let L be the restriction of the Laplacian to Ag. It is then well known that the minimal 
eigenvalue of L is 0 and the corresponding eigenspace is the space of all harmonic diffe- 
rential forms on K. What we wish to consider here is the maximal eigenvalue mk of L on 
Akg and the corresponding eigenspace Mk C Akg. 
Now on the other hand let A, E Akg be the subspace spanned by all non-zero decom- 
posable elements in Akg (an element u E Akg is decomposable if u = z1 A . . . A zk where 
zi E g) whose corresponding subspace in g (the subspace corresponding to u is the one 
spanned by the zi) is a commutative Lie subalgebra of g. If 
p = max dim a 
where a runs over all commutative Lie subalgebras of g then obviously A, # 0 if and only 
if 1 I k < p. The determination of the integer p was first made by Malcev [4]. In the 
case of the classical groups, like the dimension, p is a quadratic expression in the rank of K. 
For the exceptional groups G,, F4, E,, E, and E, one has, respectively, p = 3, 9, 16, 27 
and 36. 
The two matters brought up above are related by the following (proved here as Theo- 
rem (5), $4.4). 
THEOREM. Zf mk is the maximal eigenvalue of the Laplacian L on Akg then one always 
has 
k 
mk 5 - 
2 
Moreover one has mk = k/2 if and only if there exists a commutative Lie subalgebra of g having 
t The author is an Alfred P. Sloan fellow. 
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dimension k ; that is, (fund only lf A, # 0, or equivalently, 1 2 k I p. Furthermore in such 
a case one has 
M, = A, 
bihere A4, is the eigenspace oj’L on Akg belonging to mk and A, is the subspace deBned, us 
above, by all k-dimensional commutative Lie subalgebras of 0. 
Finally any decomposable element in A, necessarily corresponds to a commutative Lie 
subalgebra sf (1. 
It may not be out of place to emphasize that even though it was the Laplacian on K 
under consideration the result above required use of the commutative subalgebras of the 
complexification g. The Lie algebra of K has no commutative subalgebras having dimension 
greater than the rank. 
One can give a more accessible description of il,. 
The algebra Ag is of course a K-module with respect to the adjoint representation. 
It is immediate that A, is a K-submodule. (A K-submodule will be referred to as simple 
if the representation of K it defines is irreducible.) The following, in more detail, is proved 
in the paper as Theorem (7), a(4.5). 
THEOREM. Let b be any maximal solvable Lie subalgebra of 8. If a is any commutatire 
ideal qf b let A, be the cyclic K-submodule of An generated by the decomposable element u 
corresponding to a (u E Akn if dim a = k). Then A, is a simple K-module. In fact a + A,, 
sets up a one-one correspondence,from the set sf all commutative ideals of b onto the set of 
all K-simple submodules of A = xAk. Moreorer there are only a $nite number of commu- 
tative ideals qf b and 
A=xA, (1.2.1) 
where a runs through this ,finite set. Finally, not only is (1.2.1) a decomposition ?f A as a 
direct sum qf simple K-modules but is in,fact the unique such decomposition. (The last state- 
ment implies and is implied by the fact that A,, and A,, are inequivalent as K-modules when- 
ever a, # ltz.) 
92. THE LAPLACIAN ON DECOMPOSABLE MULTI-VECTORS 
(2.1). Let K be a compact semi-simple Lie group and let f be its Lie algebra. Let 
$1 = f + if be the complexification of f and let (x, y) denote the value the Cartan-Killing 
form B assigns to any pair x, y E LJ. 
Now let z -+ z* be the *-operation (analogous to Hermitian adjoint; see [2, $3.11 for 
more details) on n defined by z* = - x + iy for any z E g where z = x + iy and x, y E f. 
Since -B is positive definite on f it is then clear that a positive definite Hermitian inner 
product is defined on Q by putting 
C-G YI = (x, _Y*) 
[2; $3.31. Thus if x1, , s, is an orthonormal basis of 9 (always taken with respect to 
Ix, ~1) then 
(Xi, XT) = ai, (2.1.1) 
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be the unique representation of a on the exterior algebra Ag extending the adjoint repre- 
sentation of g on g and such that 0(x) is a derivation of Ag for any .X E 9. Also let R denote 
the exterior algebra of left invariant complex-valued (Maurer-Cartan) differential forms 
on K. Since R is isomorphic to the algebra of complex covectors at the identity of K it 
is clear that B induces an algebra isomorphism 
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AS-+Q (2.1.2) 
On the other hand R is stable under exterior differentiation and if d denotes the res- 
triction of exterior differentiation to Q then one knows that clw(x, y), = --o([x, y]), for 
any l-form w E R and x, _Y E !I where subscript e means contraction at the identity of K. 
It followc therefore that if we identify A!] with R by (2.1.2) then by (2.1 .I) and [3, $31 
one has 
(2. I .3) 
for any orthonormal basis si of g where e(y) denotes left (exterior) multiplication in An 
by I’. 
Now let H be the Hermitian positive inner product on Ag given by 
(y, A . . A_yy,, -, A . . . AZ,) = 
10 if p # y 
(det{yi, zj> if p = y 
(2. I .4) 
We recall from [2, (3.9.2) and (3.9.7)] that if A* denotes the Hermitian adjoint for 
any operator A on Ag one has 
o(X)* = 0(X*) for any .Y E $1 (2. I .5) 
and d* = i where d is given by 
co.1 A . . . A_V,) = 2 (- l)i+j+l [!‘i. !‘,jJ A !‘, . A L‘i.. A !‘,j.. A !‘r, 
ixj 
where yi E LJ. (In particular one notes that ?(J, A z) = [JJ, z] for I’, z E g.) 
Now -R is positive definite on f and induces a 2-aided invariant Riemannian metric 
on K. Recalling the theory of harmonic integrals as it would apply to K with respect to 
this metric it is clear from left invariance that R is stable under the operation w -+ *(II of 
taking adjoints (in the sense of harmonic integrals). It follows easily then, using left inva- 
riance, that the Hermitian inner product induced on Q is a scalar multiple of H. It follows 
also that I2 is stable under the adjoint of exterior differentiation so that Q is stable under 
the Laplacian. In fact, then, if L is the restriction of the Laplacian to Q one must have 
I!. = rid + dti (2.1.6) 
On the other hand since ci commutes with O(x) and one has e(y)3 + &(y) = O(y) (see [3, 
$341) it follows therefore from (2.1.3) and (2.1.6) that 
L = 4 CO($) Q(Xi) (2.1.7) 
for any orthonormal basis xi of 9. 
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(2.2). Throughout x1, . . . , x,, we will denote an orthonormal basis of g. 
LEMMA (1). For any y E g one has Ly = +y. 
Proof. Let z E g be arbitrary. It suffices to show that {Ly, z} = +{y, z>. But now 
{xi 0(X~)e(Xi)Y, Z} = Ci {[Xi, y], [xi, z]) by (2.1.5). But using (2.1.5) again one has 
2{LY, z> = xi {[Z*IY, Xi], Xi> = t r a z*ady = (y, z*) = {y, z}. Hence {Ly, z} = +{y, z}. d 
Q.E.D. 
Another lemma needed is 
LEMMA (2). Let y, z E g be arbitrary. Then 
7 S(x?)Y A &xi)z = dCz, YI. 
Proof. Let U, v E g. Then by (2.1.5) 
= {CY, u*1, CUP z*1> 
= -{Y, cu, c4 z*llI 
But then if we interchange u and v above and subtract the resulting expression from the 
one above we obtain {[z, y], [u, v]}. On the other hand by (2.1.4) this difference is exactly 
{Ci e(x:)y A e(xJZ, u Au}. But since d* = 8 and a(u A v) = [u, v] one has also 
{d[z, y], u A v} = {[z, y], [u, v]}. Since u and v are arbitrary this proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
For future reference we note that the last equality in the proof implies that 
for any z, y E g. 
{dL-z, ~1, Y A z> = - {[z*[z, ~11, Y] (2.2.1) 
(2.3). Let a c g be any subspace. We define an operator on Ag, corresponding to a, 
by putting 
L, = C e(z,*) e(Zj) 
i 
where zl, . . . , z, is an orthonormal basis of a. It is clear that L, is independent of the ortho- 
normal basis chosen. 
Actually our interest is only in the restriction of L, to a itself. Let P, be the orthogonal 
projection of Ag on a E g. Let S, = P, L, P, and define a scalar s, corresponding to a by 
putting 
s, = tr S, (2.3.1) 
LEMMA (3). For any subspace a c g one has s, 2 0 and s, = 0 if and only if a is a 
commutative Lie subalgebra of g. 
Proof. Since S, is clearly positive semi-definite one has that s, 2 0 and s, = 0 if and 
only if S, = 0. But since f3(zT) e(z,) is positive semi-definite one has then that s, = 0 if 
and only if P, f?(zT) f3(zj)P, = 0 for all j, or more simply, if and only if B(zi>P, = 0 for all j. 
But O(zj)Pa = 0 if and only if [zj, Y] = 0 for all Y E a. But since the zj are a basis of a one 
has that s, = 0 if and only if a is a commutative Lie algebra. Q.E.D. 
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(2.4). Now recall that an element u E Akg is called decomposable if u = zi A . . . AZ, 
where zi E g. If u # 0 then the zj are linearly independent spanning a subspace a G g of 
dimension k, which will be referred to as the subspace corresponding to u. (One knows, 
of course, this sets up a one-one correspondence between all k-dimensional subspaces of g 
and all lines through the origin of non-zero decomposable lements in Akg.) 
PROPOSITION (1). Let u E Akg be any non-zero decomposable element normalized so that 
{u, u} = 1. Let a G g be the corresponding k-dimensional subspaces of g. Then if L is the 
Laplacian (2.1.6) one has 
{Lu, u} = t(k - SJ 
where the scalar s, is given by (2.3.1). 
Proof. We may write u = zi A . . . AZ~ where the zj are an orthonormal basis of a. 
Let 1 5 p, q I k be arbitrary. We define an element v~,~ E Akg as follows. If p = q put 
VP, 4 
=Oandifp#qlet 
UP. 4 = cZ1 . . . A@))z, . . . Ad(xi)zq . . . Azk 
(The expression above presupposes that p < q. If q < p then 0(xy)z, and B(Xi)Z4 should 
be interchanged.) Then by (2.1.4), if p # q, 
(VP. 4’ u> = 
Ii 
C e(X))Z, A O(XJzq, zp A zq 
since the zj are orthonormal. But then by Lemma (2) and (2.2.1) one has 
{a,, 4’ ~1 = - {e(z,*) e(z,) zp, zp> 
for all 1 I p, q I k. Thus if v = ci,,=i v~,~ one has 
{v, U} = -s, (2.4.1) 
On the other hand since e(y) is a derivation of Ag for any y E g 
Lu=v+ iz1 1.. A LZj ... A zk 
j=l 
ku 
=v+- 
2 
by Lemma (1). Applying (2.4.1) one therefore has {Lu, u} = +(k - s&. Q.E.D. 
More important for our purpose is the following corollary of Proposition (1). 
COROLLARY (1.1). Let u E Akg, L and a be as in Proposition (1). Then 
{Lu, u} I $k 
and the equality holds if and only tf a is a commutative Lie subalgebra of g. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma (3) and Proposition (1). 
Q.E.D. 
It is suggestive from Corollary (1.1) that the maximal eigenvalue of the positive semi- 
definite operator L on Akg is at most k/2. However we have tested L only on decomposable 
elements. We get a more complete picture of L in the next section, 
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$3. THE MAXIMAL ELGENVALUE OF THE CASIMIR OPERATOR 
(3.1). Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space which is a K and hence a 
g-module with respect to some representation 
v : g + End V. 
A subspace VI c V stable under v(g) will be referred to as a K-submodule and will 
be called simple if the subrepresentation of K it induces is irreducible. 
Since K is compact we may assume that a positive definite Hermitian inner product 
{a, w} is defined on V with respect to which K operates as a subgroup of the unitary group. 
It follows therefore that v(x)* = v(x*) for any x E g where v(x)* is the Hermitian adjoint 
of v(x). 
Now by the relation (2.1.1) it is clear that the Casimir operator FE End V is given by 
F = 1 v(xT) v(q) 
I 
One thus observes that F is positive semi-definite. 
We recall some familiar facts in representation theory. Let I be the rank of g. One 
knows we may choose a Cartan subalgebra 1) c 9 so that y, , y, is an orthonormal basis 
of h and yT = yj,.i = I, , 1. (i.e. ivj E f) and if A denotes the set of roots we may choose 
root vectors e+, Cp E A, so that the y,i together with e6 forms an orthogonal basis of Q. More- 
over the root vectors may be chosen so that e$ = e_+ for any 4 E A. (See e.g. [2, $55.1 
and 5.41.) It follows therefore that if A+ is a system of positive roots then 
F = f: V(Yj)’ + C v(e+)v(e_+) + v(v_+b(e+) 
;=I +A + 
Since B is non-singular on f) we may identify f) with its dual. One knows then that 
[e,,e_J=4forany4EA+. (See e.g. [2; (5. I .3)].) Thus v(e,) v(e _J = ~(4) + r(e_+) v(e,). 
It follows therefore that 
F=E+N (3.1.1) 
where E = zfGl v(yj)’ + 2v(g) and g = 4 CbEA+ 4 and N is the positive semi-definite 
operator given by N = x6Eb+v(e_,&(e,+). 
Remark (1). One notes that for any IV E I/, NM, = 0 if and only if v(e,,,)rl’ = 0 for all 
#oA+. 
Let 2 E h b: the group of integral linear forms on h. We recall that an element p E Z 
is called a weight of V if there exist w E V, ~7 # 0, such that v(y)w = &)Iz, all y E h. The 
vector \v is called a weight vector belonging to p. The space spanned by all such n’ is called 
the weight space for p and its dimension is called the multiplicity of p (mult p). 
Now let w be a weight vector belonging to p E Z. It is then clear from the expression 
above given for E that since, as one knows, B = His real on the real subspace of h spanned 
byZ 
Ew = (IIs + pIi2 - ild12N (3.1.2) 
where I)A. jl = (A, n)‘h for any I E Z. 
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It follows therefore from (3.1.1) that if \t‘ is normalized so that {M,, \$I] = I 
{FM:, w} = lay + jljl 2 - /lg// 2 + (NW, \\I> (3.1.3) 
Now for any vector II’ E V let V,. be the cyclic K-submodule of Go generated by 11’. 
Now a weight vector I(‘ E V is called a highest weight vector if NH* = 0 (see Remark (I)). 
One knows that there is a one-one correspondence between all lines (~1) defined by highest 
weight vectors and all simple K-submodules of 1’; the correspondence being established 
by the map (ttl) + V,,. Also if I\‘~, _. , wp are linearly independent highest weight vectors 
then the sum of simple K-submodules 
f; V,,,, is direct 
i-1 
(3.1.4) 
Now if II’ is a highest weight vector and H’ belongs to i. E Z then ,I, called the highest 
weight of V,., occurs with multiplicity one in V,. Its weight space in V,,, is just (n,). 
Now F, as one knows, commutes with the actioll of K and hence reduces to a scalar on 
any simple K-submodule of b’. Applying (3. I .3) one recovers the following well known fact. 
Remark (2). Let V, G V be a simple K-submodule of V and let i. E Z be its highest 
weight then F = ~ ,q + 2 1’ - ‘,q I2 on V,. 
(3.2). Now let D c Z bz the set of all i EZ such that (A, $) 2 0 for all 4 E A+. Fat 
each i, E D one knows that there exists an irreducible representation vi : g -+ End V” whose 
highest weight is 1. and every simple K-module is equivalent to V” for one and only one 
i E D. Thus the structure of any K-module W is known as soon as one knows the nulli- 
plicity of 1,’ in W for any i E D. Our interest here is not in the K-module structure of I’, 
which is arbitrary, but in a submodule now to be considered. 
Let,/be the maximal eigenvalue of F and let A4 G P’ be the corresponding eigenspace. 
Obviously A4 is a K-submodule of V. For each ;I E D let M(i) be the set of all vectors 
IV E A4 which transform according to V’ (that is, all simple K-submodules of V,,, are equi- 
valent to VA) and let D(M) be the set of all i. E D such that M(I) # 0 so that 
(3.2.1) 
is a direct sum of (primary) K-submodules. 
On the other hand define a weight p of I/ to beg-maximal if 1i.g + /I ’ - 19: ’ = .f‘and 
let l- be the set of all g-maximal weights of I’. (Obviously r is not empty by Remark (2).) 
PROPOSITION (2). One im D(M) = I-. MoreoLqer if’ i. E I then any ll.ei,ght r%ector,Jbr i. 
is a highest Lrsei~ght vector. In fact if r = mult i and I{‘, , . H*, is a basis of the weight space 
fbr I. then 
M(A) = i: I,:,., 
i= I 
(3.2.2) 
and (3.2.2) is a decomposition of M(A) as a direct sum qf‘simple K-modules so that 
mu/t v’ in M = multi (3.2.3) 
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Proof. If ;1 E D(M) then 2 E F by Remark (2). Now if w E V and {w, w} = 1 then since 
,f is the maximal eigenvalue of F one obviously has {Fw, w} I f. But if p E F and MJ is a 
weight vector belonging to p it then follows from (3.1.3) that (NW, w} = 0. But then NW =0 
since N is positive semi-definite. Hence w is a highest weight vector and ~1 E D(M) by 
Remark (2). Thus D(M) = I and every weight vector for /J E F is a highest weight vector. 
The decomposition (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) is then immediate from (3.1.4) upon considering the 
space of highest weight vectors in M(i). Q.E.D. 
For one of our purposes Proposition (2) has a much more convenient corollary. 
COROLLARY (2.1). Let wl, . . . , w, be any basis of V consisting of weight vectors. (Recall 
that VIE) is diagonalizable.) Let the wi be ordered so that the weights corresponding to the Wi 
are g-maximal if and only if 1 I i I q. Then the wi for 1 I i < q, are highest weight vectors 
and 
M= $ VWi (3.2.4) 
i=l 
Furthermore (3.2.4) is a decomposition of A4 as a direct sum of simple K-modules. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition (2j, (3.2.1) and the fact that 
those weight vectors among the wi which belong to any weight p form a basis of the weight 
space for I*. Q.E.D. 
54. THE MAXIMAL EIGENVALUE OF THE LAPLACIAN L AND THE 
CORRESPONDING EIGENSPACE 
(4.1). We apply the considerations of $3 to the case where V = Akg and v is the sub- 
representation of 8 that V defines. Obviously the Laplacian 2L on Akg (see (2.1.7)) is just 
the Casimir operator F. 
We wish first, however, to focus attention on a certain class of K-submodules of V. 
A K-submodule VI G V will be called decomposably-generated if it is spanned by decom- 
posable elements. 
Remark (3). If VI is simple note that it is decomposable generated if and only if it 
contains at least one non-zero decomposable element. 
We wish to note also that not every K-submodule is decomposably generated. One 
needs only to consider the space of invariants in A3g when rank gi > 1 for some simple 
component gi Of 9. 
For simple K-submodules one has 
PROPOSITION (3). Let V, be a simple K-submodule of V = Akg. Then VI is decompo- 
sably-generated if and only if its highest weight vector w is decomposable. 
Proof. If w is decomposable then VI is decomposably-generated by Remark (3). Now 
assume VI is decomposably-generated. To prove the converse let m be the maximal nil- 
potent Lie subalgebra of g given by m = C+*+(e& and let b be the maximal solvable Lie 
subalgebra given by the semi-direct sum 
b = I) + 11t (4.1.1) 
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Now since [b, b] = m it follows that a vector v E V is a highest weight vector if and 
only if the line (v) is stable under 6. That is, if B denotes the solvable subgroup of the 
complexification of K corresponding to b and P(V) is the projective space of all lines in V’ 
and B is regarded as operating on P(V) then v is a highest weight vector if and only if the 
point D E P(V) corresponding to v is fixed under B. 
Now let U E P(V) be the subset defined by all points ~7 where v is a non-zero decom- 
posable element in V,. Obviously U is a complete subvariety of P( V) and U is stable under B. 
By [I; Proposition 15.51 there exists a fixed point for B in U. By uniqueness of the highest 
weight vector in V, this must be $. Hence w is decomposable. 
(One may give a representation theoretic proof of Proposition (3) without using Borel’s 
theorem but it is somewhat longer.) Q.E.D. 
(4.2). Our main concern in this paper is with the maximal eigenvalue mk of the Laplacian 
L on Akg, k = 1, . . , dim g, and with the corresponding eigenspace Mk. 
f/2 in the notation of §3.) 
As a K-module we now observe 
PROPOSITION (4). klk is a decomposably-generated K-submodule of 
there exists decomposable highest weight vectors wl, . . . , wq such that 
Mk = i VWi 
i=l 
so that (4.2.1) is a decomposition 
K-submodules. 
of Mk as a direct sum of decomposably-generated simple 
(Obviously mk = 
V = Akg. In fact 
(4.2.1) 
Proof. Proposition (4) is an immediate consequence of Corollary (2.1) since we may 
find a basis of Akg consisting of decomposable weight vectors. Indeed if Yj, j = 1, 2 . . . I, 
and e+, 4 E A, are as in g(3.1) then all exterior k products of these basal vectors give such 
a basis of Akg. Q.E.D. 
(4.3). From now on we reserve p for the integer given by 
p = max dim a 
where a runs through the class of all commutative Lie subalgebras of g. 
To determine the values of p it clearly suffices to know p in the case where g is simple. 
But in this case the values have been determined. 
THEOREM (Malcev). (1) For g = A, one hasp = [(I + 1)‘/4]; 
(2) For g = B, one hasp = 5; for g = Bt,t,,, one hasp = Z(E - 1)/2 + 1; 
(3) For g = C, one hasp = 1(Z + 1)/2; 
(4) For g = D,, I 2 4, one hasp = I(1 - 1)/2, andjnally 
(5) For g = G,, F4, E6, ET and E, one has p = 3,9,16,27 and 36 respectively. 
Proof. This is proved in [4]. Q.E.D. 
(4.4). Now for any k > 1 let A, G Akg be the (K-module) space spanned by all 
decomposable vectors u E Akg whose corresponding k-dimensional subspace a c g is a 
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commutative Lie algebra. Obviously then one has 
We now have 
A,#Oifandonlyifl Skip (4.4. I) 
THEoREM (5). Let k 2 I and let mk be the maximal eigencalue qf the Laplarian L on 
Akg. Then 
k 
Ill/( s - 
2 
(4.4.2) 
and mk = k/2 iJ’and only if there exists a commutative Lie subalgebra of CJ having dimension k; 
that is, if and only if 1 5 k I p. If, moreover, M, denotes the eigenspace of L corresponding 
to mk then in such a case (I 5 k I p) one has 
M, = A, (4.4.3) 
where A, is the space spanned by all decomposable elements u corresponding to h--dimensional 
commutatil:e Lie subalgebras (I c 9. Conversely lf u E A, is decomposable then the subspace 
(1 E 0 corresponding to u is necessarily a commutative Lie subalgebra C$ 9. 
Proof: Follows immediately from Corollary (1 .l) and Proposition (4) which asserts 
that Mk is always decomposably-generated. Q.E.D. 
The complete description of L on A’ g is given by Lemma (I). One can do the same 
for L on A’g. 
COROLLARY (5.1). Let A,, as defined above, be the subspace ?f 1\‘g spanned by all 
hiljectors x A y where [x, y] = 0. Then one has the equality 
A, = {u E A2#u = 0: 
and, consequently, also the direct sum 
A’F~ = A, -I- d(g) (4.4.4) 
where d(g) is the space of coboundary elements in h2+ Moreover L = 4 on d(g) and (assuming 
A, # 0, i.e. rank g > I) L = 1 on AZ. 
Proqf. Obviously A2g = Ker a n A20 + d(g) is a direct sum. Moreover since 
(1: 9 ---* 4$ (4.4.5) 
is a K-module isomorphism (follows e.g. from Lemma (1)) d(g) is equivalent to 3 as 
a K-module and hence f-. = f on d(g) by Lemma (I). Furthermore obviously 
A2 E Ker d n A2g. Thus to prove Corollary (5.1) it suffices, by Theorem (5) to show 
that if u E Ker r? n A20 then u E A,. Write u = cj Y,~ /\zj where ~j, =j E 9. But 
dau = Cj d[yj, Zj] = Osince du = 0. Thus &xi O(x:)y, A B(xi)zj = 0 by Proposition (1). 
But then Lu = cjL(yj) A zj + Cjy,i A L(zj) = u by Lemma (1). That is, u is an L-eigen- 
vector for the eigenvalue 1. Thus u E A2 by Theorem (5). Q.E.D. 
1f.f: 9 + Y is a linear transformation from 9 to any arbitrary vector space Y then the 
bilinear function g from 9 to Y defined by g(x. y) = ,f([x, y]) obviously has the property 
that g(x, y) = 0 if x commutes with y. We now find that the converse is true; every such 
bilinear function is a linear function (necessarily unique since [g, g] = g) of the bracket. 
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COROLLARY (5.2). Let Y be an arbitrary complex rector space and g a bilinear fimction 
./Lorn g to Y. Then g is of the form 
g(x, y) =f(Cx, .vl) 
,fi)r u lineur JimctionJ’JLom (1 to Y if and only zfg(x-, y) = 0 ~~~heneuer x and y commute. 
Proof. Assume g(x, y) = 0 whenever [x, y] = 0. Then g(x, x) = 0 for all x E g and 
hence g is alternating. That is, g may be regarded as a linear map A2g + Y where g(x, y) 
= g(x A y). But then by assumption g vanishes on A,. and hence, using the decompo- 
sition (4.4.4), g(x A y) depends only on the component of x A y in d(g). The result then 
follows since 28 vanishes on A, and is the inverse (by Lemma (1)) of the isomorphism 
(4.4.5.) on d(g). Q.E.D. 
Remark (4). It is unknown to us whether or not Corollary (5.2) is true for an arbitrary 
Lie algebra. 
(4.5). We would like to be more explicit about determining or constructing, the sub- 
modules A, E A’g. By Proposition (4) (and Theorem (5)) all we need to determine are 
the decomposable highest weight vectors )I*, . , wq. We are aided by the fact that a decom- 
posable highest weight vector is of a very simple nature. 
Let b be the maximal solvable Lie algebra of 9 given by (4.1.1). A subspace a c ~1 
will be said to be h-normal if 
[b, a] c a 
Since in particular a is stable under rzd f) it follows that there exists a unique set of roots 
A(a) c A such that 
a = f) n a + C (e,) (4.5.1) 
&A(a) 
and (4.5.1) is a direct sum. Moreover if + denotes addition of roots whenever the sum is 
a root then A(a) is clearly restricted so that 
A+ i A(u) c A(a) (4.5.2) 
Now let (a) E 2 be the linear form defined by 
As observed in the proof of Proposition (3) a vector 11‘ E Akg is a highest weight vector if 
and only if(w) is stable under b. Applying this to the case of a decomposable vector one 
immediately obtains 
PROPOSITION (6). Let w E Akg be decomposable and let a c g be the corresponding 
k-dimensional subspace. Then w is a highest weight vector if and only if a is b-normal. More- 
over (a> is the highest weight of the simple K-module V,,,. 
One thus establishes a one-one correspondence between the set of all decomposably- 
generated K-simple submodules of Akg (see Proposition (3)) and all k-dimensional 6-normal 
subspaces qf g. 
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It will be convenient to know when two decomposably-generated simple K-submodules 
of Ag are equivalent, even when they are not of the same degree. In this connexion we 
will make use of 
LEMMA (4). Let al, a2 c g be two b-normal subspaces of g (not necessarily of the same 
dimension). Let Y = A(a,) n A(aJ and let I,!J = Ccj where the I$ run through Y. Then 
(al) = (a2) ifand only if+ = (al) = (az). 
Proof. Let ‘Pi, i = 1,2, be the complement of Y in A(ai) and let $i be the sum of the 
roots in Yi (taken to be zero if Yi is empty). Assume (al) = (az). We have only to prove 
that $r = tjZ = 0. But by assumption $1 = $2. Hence, for one thing, we are reduced to 
the case where Y1 and Y, are both not empty. Let pi E Yi, i = 1, 2. We assert that 
(&, &) I 0. Indeed if (& &) > 0 then, as one knows $1 - & is a root. By possibly 
interchanging the order we may furthermore assume that & - $2 = 4 E A+. Thus & = 
4 + 42. But then 41 E A(aJ by (4.5.2). Hence $i E Y. This is a contradiction. Thus 
(4r, $2) I 0. But this implies that ($i, $2) I 0. However $r = tj2. Thus il$1 // = 0 which 
implies $I = ijZ = 0. Q.E.D. 
Included among the b-normal subspaces of g are all the ideals of b. Our interest is 
primarily in those ideals a of b where a E [b, b] = m. Since [e+, e_J = 4 E lo for any 
4 E A one may characterize such b-normal subspaces by 
Remark (5). A b-normal subspace *a c g is an ideal of b with a G m if and only if 
anh=O. 
Clearly, by (4.5.1) there are only a finite number of such b-normal subspaces a and 
each is characterized by the set A(a) c A+. Concerning the simple K-submodule they 
define one has 
THEOREM (7). Let al, az be any two ideals of b lying in [b, b] = m. Then (al) = (az) 
tf and only if al = az. 
That is, tf VI G Akg, V, c Ajg are any two decomposably-generated simple K-sub- 
modules which correspond (using Proposition (6) to ideals of b lying in [b, b] then VI is 
equivalent to V, if and only if VI = Vz. 
Proof. Assume (al) = (a2). Let the notation be as in Lemma (4) and its proof. 
One has, by the latter, $r = $Z = 0. But since A(aJ E A+, i = I, 2, one has Yi E A+. 
However, then $i = 0 implies Yi is empty. Thus A(a,) = A(a2) and hence a, = a2. The 
final statement follows from Proposition (6). Q.E.D. 
If a is a commutative ideal in b then (as easily seen) one automatically has a s m. 
The following yields a fairly complete description of the maximal L-eigenspaces Ah. 
THEOREM (8). Let k 2 1 and let @ = (&, . . . , &J be any set of k positive (distinct) 
roots. Let e, E hkg be the decomposable vector eb, A . . A eok (multiplied in some order) 
and let a8 = &,&eJ be the corresponding subspace in g. Then one always has the inequality 
119 + 41 + ... + &hi2 - hii 5 k (4.5.3) 
and the equality holds if and only tf a@ is a commutative ideal of b (see (4.1.1.)). Moreover 
every commutative ideal in b is (uniquely) of this form. 
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Now let q denote the number of commutative ideals in b of dimension k and let aD,, . . . , 
Qq be the corresponding subsets of k positive roots such that equality holds in (4.5.3). For 
convenience put wi = eai. Then the wi are highest weight vectors in A, and (up to scalar mul- 
tiples) are the only highest weight vectors in A,. That is, VWl, . , VW, are the only simple 
K-submodules in A,, or what is the same thing, Vwi is inequivalent o VWi for i # j and 
A, = $ VWi 
i=l 
(4.5.4) 
is a unique decomposition of A, as a direct sum of simple K-modules. In ,fact if we let k 
vary then the VWi are the only simple K-submodules of A = &Ak. 
Proof. Let IV = e,. Then clearly {w, w} = 1 and IV is a weight vector belonging to 
u = & + . . . + &. But since F = 2L on Akg one gets the inequality (4.5.3) by (3.1.3) 
and Corollary (1.1). Furthermore by Theorem (5) the equality holds if and only if 1 2 
k 2 p and p is a g-maximal weight (see 33.2). But since bv is decomposable and also 
a0 c II this is the case, by Proposition 2, (6) and Theorem (5) if and only if ag is a com- 
mutative ideal in b. But now assuming 1 5 k 5 p (or else there is nothing more to prove) 
so that A, = Mk, then the wi of Proposition (4) are decomposable vectors corresponding 
to b-normal subspaces of q which are also commutative Lie subalgebras (by Theorem (5)). 
We will have proved (4.5.4) therefore (using Proposition (4)) if we can show that every such 
subspace equals a,; for some 1 I i I q. This proves in particular that every commutative 
ideal of b is also of this form. But this is immediate from (4.5.1) and Remark (5) since one 
must have a n $ = 0 for any such subspace a. (Indeed if 0 # x E a n h there exists 
4 E A+ such that [x, e,] = $(x)eb where Cp(x) # 0. But then eg E a which contradicts the 
fact that a is commutative.) Finally Vwi is not equivalent to VWj for i # j, even assuming 
the k for lvi and u) are possibly different, by Theorem (7) since aoi and aoj are both 
contained in m. Q.E.D. 
Combining parts of Theorems (5) and (7) and using the terminology of Proposition (2) 
one immediately has 
COROLLARY (7.1). Let 1 I k 5 p. Then in the notation OfProposition (2) where V =Ak~ 
so that M = Mk one has D(M) is the set of all 1. E Z such that /? may be written 2 = q51 + 
42 + . . . + & where &, . . , (bk are k distinct positive roots satisfying 119 + 41 + . . . + 
&I/’ - 1)g112 = k. Moreover the multiplicity of vi. in M is 1 ,for any such 1. 
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